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0. A new construction of the p-hyperexponential (Witt) bialgebras is 
given, along with generalizations, indexed by families of rational primes. Previous 
constructions have proceeded by putting an exotic comultiplication on a poly- 
nomial algebra [2, 7, 121 with nontrivial divisibility problems and/or rather 
mysterious, though elegant, transformations of coordinates. In the construction 
described below, roughly speaking, the coalgebra structure is always visible 
and the polynomial algebra structure, with adjunct divisibility problems solved. 
emerges as a rather easy consequence of the fundamental theorem of symmetric 
functions. Ditters has announced a construction of these bialgebras [4], and 
noncommutative analogs. He uses a generalization of the Artin-Hasse exponen- 
tial series, familiar in the p-hyperexponential case. His proofs will appear 
shortly [5]. 
We have capitalized on the traditional view of algebraic topologists that it is 
worthwhile thinking of the Hopf algebra H*(BU as an algebra of symmetric 
functions; these bialgebras are described as quotients by ideals generated by 
certain symmetric powers. H*(BU) itself is given a novel presentation. Although 
no applications are presented here, we have used these results to describe the 
action of the Steenrod algebra on H*(BU; 2,) [16], by formulas which appear 
centrally in Lazard’s axiomatic treatment of commutative formal groups [8, 91. 
Lazard suppresses, in a calculated manner, a role that these bialgebras might have 
played. Up to typification, at least, this role is played below. At this point, a 
generalization of Husemoller’s [6] decomposition of H*(BU) into a tensor 
product of hyperexponential bialgebras is proved in a new and simple 
fashion. 
We are grateful to D.C. Ravenel for helpful conversations, and to the referee, 
for helpful suggestions. 
* This work was partially supported by the Research Foundation of The City Uni- 
versity of New York, Grant No. 10160. 
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1. If P is a set of primes in N, the natural numbers, and 2, is the 
integers localized at P, let the polynomial algebra Z,[c] E Z9[~l,J(l,i)ENXN be 
given the unique coalgebra structure extending 
Aci,j = C j,-tj”=j W 0 %j’ + ci,j 0 l + l 0 ci.3 (i,j) EN x N. (1.1) 
Let Jr be the Hopf) ideal in Z,[c] generated by 
CR&j) jciJ - j,z, ci.j’W.1 - ~5.1 (i,i) E N x NY 
Csi> %l > i $ P*, the submonoid of N generated by P. 
(1.2) 
Z,[c]/Jp will have torsion, in general. The bialgebra B&Z,,)” = (by definition) 
((Z,[c]/JP)/torsion) can be graded so that cfj E Bp(Zp)&jm , if c$ is the image of 
cl,, under the canonical surjection, and consequently [lo] has an antipode, #, 
ibf order 2. If R is a 2, algebra, define B,(R)m E Bp(Zp)m @ R. If n E P*, let 
,,B,,(R)” be the sub-Hopf algebra generated by {Cl,}ij<n . 
THEOREM 1. Bp(R)m is a polynomial algebra over R, freely generated by 
f.C,JjeP* * nBp(RP is the subalgebra generated by (cf,j}jsP*,j<n . 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case R = 2, . An easy induction shows that 
I$, =Oifi$ P*. Suppose iE P*. jcfj - Cj'+j"=jC~j?C~#,l =ij&, -Ck+~-&~skC&, 
SO if j 1 C'+j",j CT,j?Cz",1 - Ck+r=ii Cf,kC~,l whenever j E N, an easy induction 
shows that {c&}~~~ is a generating set for B,(Z,)m. 
Suppose n = n,‘n, , n,, E P’* and n, E P*, n,’ # 1. 
c cp cp 1.k 1.1 = nPc&.,np - c &.,kc&,l.l , 
Ic+z=n k+l=np 
if nP 1 Ck+l=a, c&kc~&1 - Ck+l-n,,n, && (since nP’ is a unit in zp) 
is a generating set for Bp(Zp)m. Moreover czj = c$(c$Jkcu if i # 1 
orj$P*. 
It is clear from the algebra presentation that {c&}~~~* is a set of polynomial 
vators for BP(Q) m, and it follows immediately that {c&}kspi freely generates 
;C it generates Bp(Zp)“. 
The following lemma completes the argument. 
LEMMA 1. If (i, j) E N @ N, Cj*+jN-j c~.~,c~.,~ - xk+r--if c,“.~c$ is divisible 
Bui. 
Proof. Let n E Nsatisfy rj < n. Let aij E Z[Xri, Xi,..., Xei] = Z[Xg] C Z[X] 
be the signed elementary symmetric function (-l)(i-l%rj(Xi). If K = lm, 
wk., 3 (-1)~U,(X) = (-l)z~-lS,(Xz), a signed symmetric power. 
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Comparing Newton’s formulas in Z[X] and .Z[Xi] C Z[Xl, 
$%.i - .SPj ujJuij”,l = (- l)(f-“J-juj(xy 
_ c (-l)'i-l'j' (-l)iY-1 (+,(-zq &,(Jyi) 
j'+j"+ 
= (-l)(i-l)j (-l)j-1 f$,(Xi) = (-l)ij-1 S&X) 
= z&(X) - 1 (- l)L-1 un(X) S,(X) 
k+l=P’i 
. . 
= tpl,& - c %k”Z.l - (1.3) 
k+l=m 
Consequently, ui,? = i~,,,~ + l/j{Cj,+jnzi (TZ,~‘U~~*,~ - &+rsii ~r,~o,,J ini 
Z[ol,JmGn C Z[X]. The lemma is a formal consequence of the relations ob$Gued 
from the Newton’s formulas by replacing uT,$ by c+“., which hold in B,(Rp, by 
inspection of the generators of JP . It must be noted that the Newton foeu&as 
provide an algorithm for expressing uisj as a polynomial in {~r,~}~~~ . S&c the 
expression must be the only one, the divisibility must follow from divisibility of 
coefficients. 
THEOREM 2. If lk is the inclusion of the subcoalgebra {c:*,}~~~ in BAR)", 
Ok&* Lk is an isomorphism of coalgebras. Equivalently, (I’&* c& 1 j E n,,, Z+) 
is a basis for B,(R)“. 
Proof. Suppose the elements of the proposed basis of degree < 71 span a pure 
submodule. We may assume R = Z, . Let p E P, p 1 &;j,,,, a, nieP* ctj, , and 
p [ ai + a, = 0. From the inductive assumption and an application of the 
diagonal map, it appears that p 1 aj unless ji = ain and IZ E P*. If p r c,,, , the 
linear combination is zero. 
LEMMA 2. Let V,: B,(R)” --+ Bp(R)md be defined by VJCF,~) = c:,~,~ ;f d ] 3’ 
andjEP*, undOif dfjandjEP *. V, is a Hopf algebra map and V,(c~J =t 
dc~,,,, if d 1 j and 0 otherwise. 
Proof. Since {c&}~~~* is a set of polynomial generators, Vd is indeed defined- 
Assume R = 2, , that Vd(cf,j) = c:,*,~ (or 0) whether or not j E P*, if j < k!, 
and that Vcl(czl) = dc& (or 0) if j < k. If K E P*, 
C~~k’ld&l.l = dc:,,,l . 
If k $ P*, v,(O) = 0 = V&,$) = kV&:,,) - dxk’+fi’ c&&$,&l . Con- 
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sequently, k/dV,(cT,,) - &~trn=I c:,,,x$,~ = c&d,1 , and Vd(c&) = c&,~ . Since 
V, restricts to the subcoalgebra {l> u {c&}~~~ as a coalgebra map, and the 
polynomial generators are contained in this subcoalgebra, V, is a Hopf algebra 
map. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 2, if n E P*, and n is not a power of p E P, 
let 4 E P, q 1 n. p 1 cz,r * p 1 V,(c$) = qc&l . This is impossible by the 
inductive assumption. On the other hand, if n is a power of p, we take advantage 
of a classical formula in symmetric functions: 
P Ck,l = m;Ek (-l)‘j-1’ (Rlj) ( . . j . ) (&)jl (&)i* ... (c:J”. (1.4) 
.* 
.?l >I2 >*-*, lk 
m3,=3 
Proof. By induction on k, using only relations of type (i) in Jp . (This is 
Waring’s formula, expressing symmetric powers as polynomials in elementary 
symmetric functions, by the analogy pressed in Lemma 1.) The application is: 
p 1 (p*/g.c.d.(jJ) . (g.c.d.(ji)li>(i,..j.jn,) if Cf’;ii = p’ and Cf’j, = j unless 
ji = 6,i *pr. If p 1 cG,r , then p 1 (&)pr. But cf,i is a polynomial generator of 
BP@-,)~~ and this cannot happen. 
It follows that the proposed basis spans a pure submodule of Bp(Zp)nz. Since 
the one-to-one correspondence niEp* (c&)ii t) JJpp* c&, is degree preserving 
and Bp(Zp)m has finite type, this submodule cannot be proper. 
2. Let H$ be the category of commutative, cocommutative R Hopf 
algebras whose coalgebras are filtered inductive limits of subcoalgebras which 
are finitely generated projective, and whose inclusions have R-linear retractions. 
Let B,(R) be any of the Hopf algebras B,(R)“, rid of its filtration, and given 
instead the primitive filtration; i.e., c& E Bp(R)j - Bp(R)j--l . Morris and 
Pareigis [Ill have provided a theory of formal groups over discrete rings, R, 
in which the categories Hz, play the role of flat commutative formal groups. 
If R is a Z, algebra, a P-typical curve in G E Hi, is an element of Hif(Bp(R), G’). 
- With operations convolution and composition, and convolution identity 0, 
defined by O(c&) = 0, in P*, the P-typical curves form a ring. Let Cart,(R) 
denote the opposite ring structure on the P-typical curves. By composition and 
convolution, the P-typical curves in G are a module over Cart,(R). 
3. We shall parametrize the rings Cart,(R), introducing the rings of 
Witt vectors in a natural way, as in the treatments of Dieudonne [2], and 
Ditters [3]. 
If m E P*, let V, E Cart,(R) be defined as in Lemma 2: Vm(c&) ES C&~(O) 
if m j j (m {j) and j E P*. If n E P*, let F, E Cart,(R) be defined by F,(c,,J = 
c,,~, j E P*. If r E R, let [Y] E Cart,(R) be defined by [r](c,“,J = &$ if j E P*. 
Cursory examination of the generators of Jp reveals the identities: 
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(9 V&L> = &htO) if m 1 j (m +j); 
(ii) V,(4) = dkt0) if na 1 i (m 7 i); 
(3.1) 
(iii) F,(&) = &j if (;,j)EP* X N, 
(iv) [r](&) = rjC,4j if jEN. 
The following relations are easily verified in Cart,(R) (whose multiplicative 
structure is opposite to composition). 
(i) V, =F, = [lR] = 1; 
(ii) V,V, = V,, , F,&F, = Fmn, [u][b] = [ab] if m, n E P*, a, b E R; 
(iii) if m, 7t E P* and g.c.d.(m, n) = 1, V,F, = F,I/‘,; (3.2) 
(iv) for all n E P*, F,V,, = n * 1; 
(v) [c] V, = V,Jc”] and FJc] = [c”]Fn for all n E P and c E R. 
That is, (iv) is proved as follows: If  G is any connected Hopf algebra, n * lo , 
restricted to the primitive submodule of G, is multiplication by tl. In BP(ZP), 
V,,($J = n& = n + l(cf,). Assume V,,(c& = n * l(c& if K <j. n. l(c~,,) = 
Vn(Cgj,,) = jV,(&) - 71 * l(zj’+j”=j Cf,jtCF,1). SO jV,(&) - jtZl(&) = 0. 
There is no torsion in BP(ZP), so V,(C~,~) = II * l(&). The corresponding 
result for arbitrary 2, algebras, R, follows by naturality. (iv) is an immediate 
consequence. 
If  G E Htf , H$(B,(R), G) is topologized as follows: If  Vi = {f If(&) = 0 
if j E P*, j < i} whenever i E P*, { Ui}geP * is a neighborhood base of 0. Cart,(R) 
is thereby given the structure of a topological ring, which is easily shown to be 
complete. 
Let ord,,,(G): H:#?,(R), G) -+ P* u {co} be defined as follows: ord( f) = 0 
i f f  E U, - lJj ifj > i. That is, ({f / ord( f ) > i>}iEP+ is a neighborhood base of 0. 
The following relations are satisfied in Cart,(R). 
(i) ord(x & y) > min(ord(x), ord(y)), 
(ii) ord(xy) 3 ord(x), (3.3) 
(iii) ord([u] + [b] - [a + b]) > 1. 
The proofs follow immediately from the definitions. 
THEOREM 3. Evuy element of Cart,(R) can be expressed uniquely as 
c m.nEP* V&LJ F, . The d,., E R satisfies the conditiw: For each m E P*, 
d ,,,,* = 0 for all butJinitely many n. Moreover, ord(Cm,nhP* VJd,,,J F-1 = mini , 
theleast msuch that d,,,#Oforsomen. m E P*, d,,% =Oforallbutfinitely manyn. 
Proof. Let f E Cart,(R). f (c$) is primitive, and from Theorem 2, must be 
a linear combination, CnpP* dI,& , dI,n = 0 for all but finitely many n. Let 
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ml= l,%, ms,... be the integers in P* in their natural orderf-&,$‘,a [d&j o V, 
and 0 agree on {~&}i(~(~, , since c,,~ is a polynomial in c& if 1 < i < m2 . 
Consequently, (f - CneP, F, 0 [&J 0 Vi)(c&,J is primitive, a linear com- 
bination CnoP* dm,,&, = (LP*F, 0 [4+,1~ ~m,)(&,J, and 4+ = 0 for all 
but finitely many n E P*. f - CF,, 0 [dl,,,] 0 Vi - CF,, o [d,,J o Vm, and 0 
agree on ~c~,i>lCi<mm, y since czi is a polynomial in {c& , c:,~,} if 1 < i < ma . 
Continuing in this manner, we find f - &N&PeFn 0 [d,,,J 0 Vm, = 0. The 
formula for ord is clear. 
Lazard [9] proves that properties (3.2)(i)-(v), (3.3)(i)-(iii), and Theorem 3 
characterize Cart, as a functor from commutative rings to complete topological 
rings. We shall no prove this here; our concern has been to show that these 
characteristic properties have elementary Hopf algebraic interpretations. In [8], 
property (3.3)(ii) was improperly omitted. (This weakness was pointed out to us 
by the referee.) 
It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3 that the endomorphisms of B,(R)” 
can be identified with the subring of Cart,(R) of elements of the sort 
zePt V,[d,] V, . With this identification, if j E P*, 
(& V,,[d,l F”) (c.J = (c nd?) & + decomposables, 
np 
(,& K&l F”) <& = (2 nd?) ccl . 
(3.4) 
Thus, the endomorphisms of B,(R)” can be identified with the P-Witt vectors 
with coefficients in R (see [l]), f or convolution and composition, restricted to the 
primitive submodule, ujeP* (R&), are additive and multiplicative on com- 
ponents. 
An easy consequence of this representation of Witt vectors is the following: 
A P-Witt vector is invertible if and only if its phantom components are invertible. 
More generally, ifj E P*, 
(,f, Vm~&,~l F,)(&) = c ( c ~l%z.i,z) (&> + decomposables, 9 * iep* lj(i.j) 
( C v,[~m,nlF~) <&:1> = C 
(3.5) 
WLTlEP* iep* 
( C ~/ld:,,,i,~) (cf.J- 
Zl(i.3) 
An induction on the filtrands of the primitive filtration proves the following: 
L.nsP* V,[d,,,] Fn E Cart,(R) is invertible if and only if the matrix 
tCzItc.nj/zd~,z,i,z)(i.~)~P*+P * is invertible. Moreover, the inverse of such a matrix 
is a matrix of the same type. 
4. If PI Z Pz and R is a Zp, algebra, it is also a Zp, algebra. Let Jp,,p, be 
the ideal in BP,(ZP,) generated by {~$i},~~~*-~,* . It is clear from the definitions 
of JpI and JP* that (Bp,(zPz)/Jp,,p3/torsion OZ,~ R E Bp.jZpJ C3z02 R = BPJR). 
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A more interesting relationship between B,2(R) and BPI(R) exists. The follow- 
ing Theorem 5 is due to Husemoller [6], in case PI = all primes, P2 = {p>, 
by a very different proof. Generalizations, in the spatial cases, are due to Newman 
[13], and Ravenel and Wilson [14] who show that bipolynomial Hopf algebras 
over a ZtP) algebra R are tensor products of Bt,)(R)‘s. Newman treats non- 
commutative cases analogously. It is surprising that no such theorem is possible 
for nonempty P’s other than singletons (see [15], which gives a best approxima- 
tion). 
I f  i E (PI - P.J*, let vi: Bp2(R) -+ Bpl(R) be the algebra map defined by 
44.j) = Fi 0 I-LP~-P~ (1 - p-r 0 F, 0 V~)(c~J, ifj E P2*. 
THEOREM 4. vi is a map of Hopf algebras. 
Proof. (1 -p-l OF, 0 V,)(c~,J = c:r - p-lpc:P,,., = 0 if p 1 j and cpr if 
p 7 j. It follows that Fi 0 I&,EP1-P2 (1 - p-l 0 F, 0 V,) induces a Hopf algebra 
map from PP~(ZPJ/JP,.P,>/ torsion 
the maps agree on generators. 
QzP2 R into BpI(R). This must be vi , since 
THEOREM 5. @ip(P,-P,)I vi: @iE(PI-P,)* Bp,(R)mi -+ B,JR)m is an isomor- 
phism of Hopf algebras if R is a Z,,, algebra and PI 2 P2 . 
Proof. vi(cF:J = icrfzj + decomposables, if i E (PI - PJ* and j E P2*. 
This follows from (i) nPEPITPI (1 - p-l 0 F, 0 V,) is an endomorphism of 
Bpl(R)“; (ii) as shown in Sectron 3, if f is such an endomorphism, f(cr,J = 
hf,k~l,k + decomposables, and f (ck,J = gf,lcclc,l , then /\f,k = E~,~; (iii) from the 
proof of Theorem 4, if f is flPEP1-P1 (1 - p-l 0 F, 0 V,), A,,, = gf,& = 1 if 
k E P2*, and 0 if k $ P2*; (iv) Fi(c,,,) = c~,~ = icI,ik + decomposables. 
Since ic~~.i}it(P1-P,)*,jtp,’ is a complete set of polynomial generators for 
Ois(p,-P,P %2(RP, and {icl,ii)is(p1--p2)*,iEp2* is a complete set of polynomial 
generators for Bpl(R)“, @ie(P1-P,)* vi is an isomorphism. 
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